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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate a method of meromorphically 
continuing the Y-matrix and distorted plane waves associated with certain 
elliptic differential operators acting in unbounded domains and to relate the 
poles to resonant states. The particular operators to be dealt with here are 
self-adjoint second-order perturbations of the Laplacian, --A, associated 
with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions in wedge-like domains contained 
in RN, N-dimensional Euclidean space. Indications will also be given as to 
how these results will be extended to more general (including nonself- 
adjoint) operators. 
Two methods have been successfully employed in obtaining these results 
for the self-adjoint operators given by --D associated with zero boundary 
conditions in the exterior of a compact domain (“obstacle scattering”) and 
that given by -A + q(x) . acting in L,(RN), q(x) denoting a real-valued 
potential (“potential scattering”). The first method is due to Lax and Phillips. 
For a comprehensive treatment of the Lax-Phillips method, the reader is 
referred to their book [l] which also deals with symmetric hyperbolic 
systems. 
The second method is based on the use of an integral equation and was 
first employed to meromorphically continue the Green’s function associated 
with obstacle scattering in [2] and with potential scattering in [3]. Shenk and 
Thoe [4] subsequently extended the scope of this method and, in 
particular, obtained explicit formulas relating the poles of the Y-matrix 
to resonant states. For additional references concerning these two methods, 
see [l, 41. 
* Work performed under the joint auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
and the Mathematics Research Center at the University of Wisconsin. 
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The method of this paper is based on the limiting absorption principle. 
Briefly, the limiting absorption principle is a means of solving boundary 
value problems for values of the spectral parameter, /\, in the continuous 
spectrum by approximating h by points X $: ic (c # 0) in the resolvent set, 
solving the same problem and then taking the limit of the solutions (in a 
suitable topology) as E J 0. The essential ingredients in carrying out this 
procedure involves the use of estimates from the theory of elliptic equations 
and a proper choice of radiation conditions at infinity. 
Eidus [5] successfully established the limiting absorption principle for 
semi-infinite cylinders, as well as for the exterior of a compact obstacle. 
Combining Eidus’ arguments and spectral theory, the author was able to 
establish a perturbation and scattering theory for self-adjoint differential 
operators acting in certain classes of domains with infinite boundaries (see 
[6-81). In particular, the Y-matrix was explicitly represented in terms of 
distorted plane waves by means of transmission and reflection coefficients. In 
this paper, it will be shown that these results may be carried a step further, 
so that the Y-matrix may be meromorphically continued off the real axis 
and its poles given an interesting characterization. The setting of this paper 
will be essentially that of [8]. 
Agmon has also recently made use of the limiting absorption technique 
in treating quite general self-adjoint higher-order elliptic differential opera- 
tors acting in L,(IPN). He makes use of rather delicate estimates involving 
elliptic operators. See [9] for an announcement of these results. For further 
applications of the limiting absorption method to problems in spectral 
theory, the reader is referred to [IO-121 and the references cited in these 
publications. 
It should also be noted that perturbation and scattering results for non- 
self-adjoint elliptic differential operators have been obtained in [13] employing 
limiting absorption. Needless to say, certain difficulties arise due to the 
more complicated nature of the spectrum and the lack of a spectral resolution. 
(See Remark 6.4 for a more complete discussion of these difficulties.) The 
meromorphic continuations associated with these nonself-adjoint operators 
will be dealt with in a subsequent publication. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the 
setting, notation, and main results of [8] will be described, and the result 
expressing the Y-matrix in terms of distorted plane waves will be proved. 
In Section 3, the Y-matrix will be meromorphically continued off the real 
axis, and the analogous result will be established in Section 4 for the distorted 
waves. In Section 5, the poles of the Y-matrix will be shown to be related to 
the existence of resonant states. In Section 6, some observations will be 
made to indicate briefly how these results may be generalized and extended 
to more general operators. 
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SECTION 2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that N = 2. In Remark 6.1, 
we shall indicate how arbitrary N > 2 may be dealt with using spherical 
harmonics. Let S denote the wedge-shaped region in R2 consisting of 
thepointsx=(x,,,xz)=(r,8)forwhichr>0,O<e<2~cu,O<ol~l, 
where (x1, x2) denotes Cartesian coordinates and (Y, 0) denotes polar coordi- 
nates for the point X. Let the domain Q be obtained from S by perturbing a 
finite part of s, the boundary of S, and by deleting at most a finite number 
(say m) of bounded subsets, Dj C S, j = l,..., m. We assume that $ is a C2 
curve with the possible exception of the point Y = 0. If Y = 0 is a singular 
point, then we assume this point to be bounded away from G - fi n s. 
We next define the following operators. Let J&,(a) denote the formal non- 
negative symmetric uniformly elliptic partial differential operator given by 
-A [-A + 2 a&) Do) . 
PI<2 
Here /3 = (& , fi2), p1 and /& are nonnegative integers, 
and 
I B I = (Bl” + w2, Da = 2”‘/(2xF 2x:2) 
A = 22/2x,2 + 22/2x,2. 
Let C2(Q) consist of those complex-valued functions with continuous 
derivatives in .Q of order up to two. We assume that as(x) E C2(sZ) for each 
multi-index fi and a,(x) has bounded support in Q [i.e., us(x) E C,2(Q)]. We 
may prove using elliptic estimates as in [8]l that &(A) acting on those 
C(S) (Cy2)) f uric ions dying down rapidly at infinity and vanishing on t’ 
s(@ has a nonnegative self-adjoint extension, A,(A), acting in H, =L,(S) 
(H = L,(Q)). We also assume for simplicity that 0 is not a point eigenvalue 
of A. 
Before proceeding further, we shall define certain outgoing and incoming 
radiation conditions at infinity. Let J,,,(Y) and Y,,,,(Y) denote the Bessel 
and Hankel functions of order n/a, respectively, and set 
and 
H(l) (y) = / nla nia (y) + iYn,,(y) 
e?a(y) = /n,&) - iYn&). 
1 In [S], we did not delete the domains Dj from S. We do this now so as to generalize 
the “exterior problem” (m = 1, 1 j3 1 = 0). The proofs remain unchanged. 
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We shall say that U(X) is an outgoing solution of the boundary value problem: 
(A - A) U(X) =(-- A + c us(x) P - h 1 u(x) = 0 in Q, 14153 
u(x) =0 on& for h E (0, co), 
(2.1) 
provided U(X) satisfies the following outgoing radiation condition for each 
r 3 ro32 
U(X) = fJ c,(h) H~)~(X1%) sin E 19 
n=l 
and 
2!$2 = gl c,(h) g H$(h1’4) sin z 19. (2.2) 
We define the incoming radiation condition similarly with H,$L replaced by 
H$, . 
As in [8], we may construct spectral mappings for the operators A, and A 
in the following way. 
Set 
tEno(x, A) = (~Tcc-~/~ JnIa(X1’2r) sin f 0, h E (0, co), 
and set 
Z&~(A) = s, u(x) zZno(x, A) d.lc for each U(X) E C,“(S). 
Each zZno(x, X) is a “generalized eigenfunction” for the operator A, associated 
with the spectral point h. We shall also refer to these functions as “plane 
waves”. We now define a Hilbert space, Z, by 
t@ = &,((O, ~0); W. 
72=1 
Thus, a vector A(/\) = (h,(h), h,(h),...) =df. (h,(h)} E H 
2 We assume that the perturbation is contained in the sphere CT6 = {x 1 1 x / < rO}. 
Thus, each q(x) = 0 for r = / x / > r,, and 52 - Q A CvO = S - S n CT0 _ 
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Finally, we define 
T%(X) = {dyx)} = {(T”u)n (A)} (2.3) 
for each u(x) E Corn(S) and h E (0, co). 
LEMMA 2.1. The mapping To, defined on C,“(S) by (2.3), has a unitary 
extension mapping IL, onto %. Furthermore, (A,u)i (A) = h&o(h) for each 
u E L&4,), n = 1, 2 )...) and X E (0, 00). Thus To “diagonahxes” A, . 
Lemma 2.1 is easily proved and says that To is a spectral mapping for A, , 
In order to construct spectral mappings for A, we shall obtain two sets of 
generalized eigenfunctions, z&*(x; A), for the operator ,4, where h E (0, co). 
To do this, we first need the following result: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that X > 0, F(x) E C,(Q), and 
Then 
u,*(x, A) = (A - X F k-lF(x). 
lgl u,*(x; A) = u*:(x; A) 
exists in Ly(Q)3, the convergence being uniform with respect to h in compact 
subsets of (0, CO). Finally, u+(x; A) (u-(x; A)) is the unique outgoing (incoming) 
solution of the boundary value problem 
(a - A) u*(x; A) = F(x) in 8, z&(x; A) = 0 on 0. (2.4) 
The proof of Lemma 2.2 follows exactly as in [8] using the limiting 
absorption principle. Using Lemma 2.2, we may now construct our eigen- 
functions 6,*(x; A) ( a so 1 referred to as “distorted plane waves”). If we set 
z&*(x; A) = ?&0(x; A) + ‘Ln’(x; A), we see that it suffices to construct func- 
tions 5,*(x; A) satisfying the boundary value problem 
(if - A) 5,+(x; A) = - C a,(x) DszEno(x; A) 
IN<2 
in Q, 
i&*(x; A) = -zznO(x; A) on 8. 
(2.5) 
We shall determine Zn*(x; A) uniquely by specifying that clz+(x; A) (5,-(x; A)) 
be outgoing (incoming). 
3 The definition of L?(Q) is given at the end of this section. 
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We reduce this problem to that of Lemma 2.2 as follows: Let U(X) be a 
cutoff function defined in Q satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) -W4 E Cs(Q), 
(ii) S(X) E 0 outside of some neighborhood of $ - 8 n & and in 
some neighborhood of any singular point of 0, and 
(iii) A?(x) z 1 in some neighborhood of $ - s n 6’ and in 
l2--SnQ. 
Now suppose that Im z # 0 and set 
c&(x; 2) = s?(x) &0(x; z), 
E’,(x; z) = (A - 2) qx; z), 
z-&(x; .z) = (A - z)-1 (F,( .; .z) - & ao(.) D%zn”( *; z)) (x), (2.6) 
f&(x; z) = i&(x; z) - (7,(x; z), 
and 
75,(x; z) = 25,0(x; z) + 5,(x; 2). 
We define 
and 
f&*(x; A) = t&0(x; A) + 5,*(x; A). (2.7) 
We may readily employ Lemma 2.2 to obtain the limit in (2.7). It is clear, 
using Lemma 2.2, that 6,*(x; A) satisfies the required conditions. We now set 
T=k(h) = {t&*(x)} (2.8) 
for each U(X) E C,%(Q) and h E (0, CO), where 
z&*(h) = s, u(x) 6$*(x; A) dx. 
THEOREM 2.1. The mappings T+ defined on CoS(sZ) by (2.8) have unitary 
extensions mapping H onto S. Furthermore, (Au)$) = M,*(A) for each 
u E D(A), n = 1, 2 ,..., and h E (0, co). 
Theorem 2.1 follows exactly as in [8]. It may easily be shown that A has no 
positive point eigenvalues using the fact that the perturbation has bounded 
support. We now define wave operators, W*, by 
We see from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 that W* are unitary mappings 
from Ho onto Hand that they establish the unitary equivalence of A, and A. 
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Hence, a(A) = o(A,) = [0, co), o(A) denoting the spectrum of A. These 
wave operators may also be expressed in terms of a time-dependent formula- 
tion as in [8]. The scattering operator, Y, is defined by 
Y is clearly a unitary mapping from H, onto 23,. 
We next construct the Y-matrix, p(h). Set 
D = {u E H,, / T+-lT"u = J, where zip Coz(Q)}. 
D is clearly dense in H,, . 
THEOREM 2.2. For each u E 9, n = I, 2 ,..., and h > 0, we have 
where 
(s%)% (A) = Q(h) + f f,,,,(h) &(A), (2.9) 
n’=l 
and 
$Jh) = (8n(u)1’2 F;‘+(X), 11, n’ = 1, 2,... (2.10) 
$*(x; A) = f c”:‘+(h) H$E(A1’2~) sin t 0 for Y 2 ro. (2.11) 
VL=l 
Proof. Suppose u E 3. It follows from the definitions of Y and W* and 
Theorem 2.1 that 
(TOYU), (A) = (T-T~-lT%), (A) = (Pu), (A) + ((T- - T+) T+-lT%), (A). 
Since TA-lTou = zi for some 6(x) E Co5(sZ) by the definition of 53, we see that 
(.Yu$ (A) = &“(A) + 5, (6,-(x; A) - Gtn+(x;h)) C(r) dx. 
We see from the construction of 5,+(x; A) that 
Gn*(X; A) = 1~s R(h f k) z&(x; A) - G&; A), 
where 
iIn =P,(x; A) - 2 a,(x)DGeo(x;X) 
/RI<2 
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and e,(x; A), Fn(x; A) are defined by (2.6) with z replaced by A. We no1 
obtain from Theorem 2.1 the equation 
05 (&(.; A)):, (A’) 5:,(x; A’) dh’zi(x) dx 
(A’ - X)2 + E2 
---- 
c 
I(x) C;,(x; A’) dx dx’. 
R 
The last step is justified by the limiting absorption principle and the fat 
that G(x) E C,=(Q). Since ---- s ii(x) q!+; A) dx = (T+zi),, (A) = ( T+T+-lTou),, (A) = i&(h), n 
we see that 
Using a well-known result on singular integrals ([14, p. 301) we conclude 
from the last equation, the fact that fi=(x; A) E C,(Q) and the properties 01 
&O(X; A) that 
We are thus left with evaluating 
(ii,(.; A)):, (A) = s, ((A - A) (L??(X) z&O(x; A)) - h&“(x; A)) zZ;,(x; A) dx, 
where P = A - L&, . If we observe that 
(A - A) 2&0(x; A) = ((A”, - A) + P) ?&0(x; A) = Pzqyx; A), 
we obtain the following expression for the right-hand side: 
s (A - A) ((Z(x) - 1) zz,o(x; A)) zzl;,(x; A) dx. R 
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Since Z(X) - 1 = 0 in a neighborhood of $ - 0 n s, we see that 
(2yx) - 1) &0(x; A) = 0 on 8. We thus obtain from the divergence theo- 
rem: 
v%k ‘; A)):, (A) = (+-J”’ j:nu (& Jn,a(A1’2r) sin z ~9 C$lf(.; A) 
for Y >, r. , where we have used the definition of I-i;,O(x; A) and the properties 
of S(X), P and zZz,(x; A). 
Finally, we employ the outgoing radiation condition, the definition of 
I$$(A112r), and the equations 
.c 
2na 
sin 2 0 sin K 0 d% = m& 
0 01 cd 
(6:’ denoting the Kronecker delta) and 
Jn&> $ y,/,(r) - Jw)$ Jn&) =$ 
(see [15]) to obtain 
(2.12) 
We thus conclude that 
fn,,n,(X) = 2ni(fi,(.; A)):, (A) = (87~~)~‘~ F:‘+(h). 
This proves (2.9). Q.E.D. 
We now set p(A) = I + p(h), where the matrix T(A) is given by 
T(h) = (fn,n(A)) for each h > 0. The operator p(h) is a unitary operator 
acting in the Hilbert space /‘z2a consisting of infinite sequences of complex 
numbers and topologized by the Euclidean norm. p(h) will be referred to as 
the Y-matrix associated with A, and A. 
Let 3 = [a, b] denote an arbitrary compact interval contained in (0, co). 
Set K = AlI2 for each X E 9 and define 
<Y(K) = P(h), w,*(r; K) = z&*(x; A), C”,“(K) = E:‘+(A), 
etc., for K E IP*, where 
I,+ = [&9, p] and Ig- = [-b1/2, -&2]. 
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It is the purpose of this paper to meromorphically continue the function 
w,*(x; K) and y(K) off the intervals &* and to study these continuation: 
We shall see in Remark 6.6 why we must assume that 0 $9. 
We close this section by setting down some notation that will be needed i: 
the remainder of this paper. If D denotes an arbitrary domain contained i: 
RN and m is a nonnegative integer, then by H"(D), we shall mean thos 
functions u(x) with L,(D) d erivatives of order up to and including m. We se 
for each 21 E H"(D). This norm, I/ jirn , defines convergence in H,(D). B 
fPloc(D), we shall mean those functions with L,(D') derivatives of order u] 
to and including m for each bounded subdomain D' & D. By convergence il 
H*lOC(D), we shall mean convergence in H"(D') for each bounded domail 
D' & D. Note that 
L,(D) = Ho(D) and L?(D) =df. IIZ~~~'(D). 
We denote by Or0 the set of points x ED for which j x 1 < r, . By C, , w 
mean the intersection of L? with the circle ] x I = r. Finally, we set 
SECTION 3. MEROMORPHIC CONTINUATION OF THE P-MATRIX 
In this section, we shall meromorphically continue the Y-matrix, y(K: 
from 19* first onto the upper half plane and then onto the lower half plane 
We begin by defining y(K) for Im K > 0. It is immediate that K2 E p(A), th 
resolvent set of A, since A is a nonnegative operator. We set 
W,+(X; K) = Wno(X; K) + v,‘(x; K) = f&+(x; z) = &‘(x; z) + %~+(x; z), 
n = 1, 2,..., where x = K~ and the right-hand side is defined by (2.6) 
Similarly, we define G,(x; K) = G‘,(x; z), etc. 
It is clearly seen that v,+‘(x; K) satisfies 
(a - K2)V$(X; K) = - c a,(x)D'w~,(x;~) in Q, 
/PI<2 
(3.1 
vz’(X; K) = -Wi,(x; K) on 8. 
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Furthermore, we have 
2$(x; k) = F C”,‘+(K) H$( KT) sin + B for r 3 rs . (3.2) 
n=1 
This follows from the facts that pr,+(.; K) E H = L,(O) and the perturbation 
is contained in CrO . 
Since (A - K’)-l is an analytic operator-valued function of K for Im K > 0, 
we thus see from (2.6) that uUn+(.; ) K is an H-valued analytic function of K 
in Im K > 0. We may now define the operator .y(K) acting on kzm for Im K > 0 
by 
Y(K) = 1 + T(K), (3.3) 
where the infinite matrix T(K) is given by 
T(K) = (Ln’Wh t,,,,(K) = (87’+2 C;‘+(K), n, n’ = 1) 2 ,.... 
The coefficients C:“(K) are defined by (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator Y( K is an analytic function of K in the operator ) 
topology on tz2” for Im K > 0. Furthermore, T(K) = .Y?(K) - I is a Hilbert- 
Schmidt operator for Im K > 0. 
Proof. Suppose Im q, > 0. Then for some 6 > 0 sufficiently small, we 
have Im K > 0 for each 
K E NB ‘df. {K 1 1 K - K,, ( < 81. 
We wish first to estimate the components, t,,,(K), of T(K) for n, n’ large and 
K E N8 . By virtue of the definition of t,,,,(K), it suffices to consider C”,“(K). 
It is clear from (3.2) that 
= 
s 
/ 1 T&(X; K)I” d0 for each Y = I x 1 3 rO. 
, 
(3.4) 
We shall 
p. 1971): 
employ the folllwing asymptotic formula for (see [15, 
Hz;&) = ($,‘;’ &(z-(n/sa)n-(1/4)n) [l + %] , n = 1, 2,..., (3.5) 
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where the constant c, depends only on n. Suppose that ri > Y,, and 7 E (0, $) 
are fixed. Set 
and 
PI = {positive integers n 1 / 1 + &/KY1 1 > 7 for each K E N,} 
Pz = {positive integers n 1 II $ PI>. 
It is clear that we may choose an r2 > r1 such that 
for each n E Pz and K E Ns . 
We thus conclude from (3.5) that 
Combining (3.4) and (3.6), we deduce 
zl 1 C”n’+(K)l2 = nT;, 1 C:‘+(K)/” + n;, 1C”n’+(K)i” 
where C denotes a constant. (We shall denote different constants by the same 
letter C when there is no danger of confusion.) 
It thus suffices to consider 
for K E N6 and fixed Y > r, . We first employ the following well-known 
inequality: 
s E, 1 Z&(X; K>I” do < c /I d’(*; K)I~:tII, (3.8) 
provided rr > r. Now (2.6) implies 
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We may choose r,, such that the cutoff function, Y(X), has its support in 
S,rO ‘df. S n CrO . We shall need the following result, which follows easily 
from the theory of elliptic equations (see, for example [16]): 
II u II&, < cm u IlO + II A4 II&2,,J r’ > r, j = 2, 3 ,..,, (3.9) 
for each u E HP(Q) such that U(X) = 0 on fi and Au E H$$2), where C 
is independent of U(X) but depends on r’. 
Using the properties of v$(x; K), F,(x; K), G,(x; K), and a,(x), as well as 
estimate (3.9), we obtain 
!I 4(.; K)IIl(,l) < c11 Wo,*(‘; K)~Iz,,~) 3 n’ = 1, 2 ,..., rr > ra . (3.10) 
Since 
a2wy&; K) 
a02 
= $ Wf,(X; K), 
we obtain 
n’ = 1, 2,.... 
Combining (3.9) (3.11), and the properties of wt,(x; K), we deduce 
Finally, we may combine (3.7), (3.8), (3.10), and (3.12) to obtain 
It now follows easily from (3.13) and the analyticity of each 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
that T(K) is Hilbert-Schmidt and analytic at Kg in the operator topology on 
e,m. Q.E.D. 
Before defining Y(K) for Im K < 0, we state the following result, due to 
Ribaric and Vidav [17] and Steinberg [18]. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that L( ) K is a compact operator-valued function of K 
acting in a Banach space, B, for each K in a domain, D, of the complex plane. 
Suppose also that L(K) is an analytic function of K in the operator topology on B. 
Then either M(K) sdf. (I+ L(K))-l exists nowhere in D OY eke M(K) is analytic 
everywhere in D except for a discrete set of points, where it has poles. 
We now define y(K) for Im K < 0 by means of the equation 
y(K) = .y(,?)*-I. (3.14) 
We may easily see using the limiting absorption principle as in [8] that 
w%-(x; K) and, hence, each t,,,j K is a continuous function of K at each point ) 
K,, E D& -,jf. IiTl K > 0 u I,*. 
Furthermore, it follows as before with the aid of the limiting absorption 
principle that (3.13) holds uniformly with respect to K in a neighborhood, 
N9*, of 19*, contained in D9*. Hence, we conclude with the aid of (3.13) 
that y(K) is a continuous operator-valued function of K in N+. It follows 
from the unitarity of s(X) that (3.14) holds if K E I,*. We may therefore 
employ Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, (3.14), and the Cauchy integral formula (as in 
the proof of the Schwarz reflection principle) to obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 3.1. The operator Y(K) defked by (3.3) and (3.14) yields a 
meromorphic continuation of the Y-matrix associated with A,, and A from 
I@ onto the domain 
r@ =df. Im K > 0 u I,* u Im K < 0. 
Furthermore, Y(K) is analytic in a neighborhood of I$. 
Note. The continuation, -y(K), defined by (3.3) and (3.14) is clearly 
independent of the interval 9. 
SECTION 4. MEROMORPHIC CONTINUATION OF THE DISTORTED PLANE WAVES 
In this section, we shall meromorphically continue the functions zun+(x; K) 
onto r,*. To simplify the details, we shall assume in the next theorem that 
A = -A. We shall discuss the more general case in Remark 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that A = -A. Then the functions w;~(x; K), 
71 = 1, 2,..., defined in Section 3 for Im K > 0, have a meromorphic continua- 
tion onto r$ in L?(Q). Furthermore, Kg E r,* is a pole of y(K) if Kg is a pole 
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of some w,&(x; K). Similar results hold for the functions w,-(x; K), where 
w,-(x; K) may be constructed analogously to wn+(x; K). 
Proof. To begin with, we observe that it follows readily from (3.2) and 
Theorem 3.1 that each w,+(.; K) is meromorphic inL’,OC(Q - 52,,) and, hence, 
in Hp(Q - QTl) for K E r9* and rl > rs [using estimate (3.9)]. We thus 
wish to express w,+(x; K), x E Qrl , K E rq*, in terms of its values on &r . To 
this end, we proceed as follows: Let Ga+(x, y; K) denote the outgoing G:een’s 
function for the operator --d - K2 acting in L2(R2), where Im K > 0 and x, 
y E R2. G,-(., y; K) clearly has an analytic continuation onto I’,* in L’,OC(Rz) 
for each fixed y E R2. 
We shall construct Green’s function, G+(x, y; K), for the operator AT1 - K2, 
given by J - K2 associated with the zero Dirichlet boundary condition in 
a, , for each K E r@, x, y E QT1 I and ri > rO fixed. Having made this con- 
struction, we shall define functions wi*(x; K) by the equation 
wz*(x; K) = - / wn’(x’; K) aG’(i;f” K, rl dB’, 
h 
n = 1, z,..., (4.1) 
where 
x’ = (r’, 0’) E LTl , XEQ?p and K E r$. 
We shall then show that wz*(x; K) = wn+(x; K) for x E Qrl and K E Dg* 
and that w;t* . ( ; K) is a meromorphic function of K E r,* in Lp(Q1,) for 
each rr’ < rl . The theorem will then follow easily. 
Suppose that y E sZrl, where rl > r,, is fixed. We wish to construct a 
solution, G-(x, y; K) = G,+(x, y; K) + H+(x, y; K), of the boundary value 
problem 
(2, - K”) G+(x, y; K) = 8(X - y) forXEQrl, G+(x, y; K) = 0 
forxEC&, 
(4.2) 
where 6(x - y) is the Dirac delta function, K E rre+, and A”, denotes differen- 
tiation with respect to the variables x = (x1 , x2). To construct H+(x, y; K), 
we proceed as follows: 
Set T,l = -4;:. It is clear that Trl exists and is a compact integral operator 
acting in L2(Qr1). Hence, there exists a discrete set of numbers, 9, such that 
(I - K~T~~)-~ exists for each K $9. Let x(x, y; K) denote the unique solution 
in L2(Q,1) of the Dirichlet problem 
&x(x, y; K) = 0 for x E Qrl ) x(X,y; K) = -Go+(x,y;K) fOrXEoT1, 
(4.3) 
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where K E r,*. Finally we set 
fi!-(X, y; K) = (1 - K2TT1)-’ x(X, y; K), (4.4) 
where x, y E Qrl and K E r’,* - 59. It follows easily from (4.3) and (4.4) that 
G+(x, y; K) satisfies (4.2) for each K E r9* - 9. Since Ga+(x, y; K) is an 
analytic function of K E r,* for x f y, we see from (4.3) that so is X(X, y; K) 
for each x E Qrl. Hence, H+(x, y; K) is analytic for K E r,* - 2 by (4.4). 
Using definition (4.1) the properties of G+(x, y; K) and zun+(x; K), and the 
divergence theorem, we deduce that w,+(x; K) = wi*(x; K) for each x E arl , 
K E Dg*. We have already observed that wn’(.; K) is a meromorphic function 
Of KErg * in the topology of Np(sZ - Q,lj) for each yi’ > Y,, . Hence, we 
may readily conclude using the properties of G+(x, y; K) that (4.1) defines a 
meromorphic L2(Qn,l,)-valued function of K E r& - 9 for each ri’ < or . 
Thus, v,+(.; K) is meromorphic in Lp(fi) and, hence, in HP(O) for 
K E r,* - 9, where 
u,+(X; K) -de. w;*(x; K) - w,“(x; K) 
is defined by (3.2) otherwise. 
for each x E Qrl , and z’,+(x; K) 
It is easily seen that we may select a suitable rr such that (l/~“) E p(TT1) 
for each K E 9. Thus, rCg+ - L?Z may be replaced by r9+. The functions 
v,+(x; K) satisfy (3.1) and (3.2) for each K E rYL [other than the poles of 
P’(K)] by the unique continuation theorem for analytic functions since (3.1) 
and (3.2) hold for K E g9*. Finally, we see from (3.2), (3.3), (4.1), and the 
unique continuation theorem that each 
WnT(X; K) = W,‘(S; K) + 7&+(X; K) 
is analytic at K = Kg if Y(K) is analytic at K = K,, . We have thus proved the 
theorem for w,(x; K). 
In order to construct w,~(x; K), we may proceed as before to obtain a 
function 
W,-(X; K) = Wno(X; K) + V,-(X; K) 
satisfying (3.1), 11 = 1, 2 ,..., and such that 
where Im K < 0. It again follows from the limiting absorption principle that 
w,-(x; K) and C:;(K) are continuous functions of K in 
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For K E Ig*, w~-(x; K) d enotes an incoming distorted plane wave and for 
Im K < 0, q-(x; K) is analytic in K. 
Since A is selfadjoint, we have the equation .Y = Y*-l. If we now evaluate 
both sides of the equation 
using the method of Theorem 2.2, we readily obtain the relation 
-- 
c;; (I?) = &f(K), n, n’ = 1, 2 )..., K E I$. 
We now define the operator .9(K) acting in dzm by 
(4.5) 
where 
.9(K) = 1 + p(K), 
(4.6) 
%) = &,d(K)), i,,,,(K) = (8~01)~‘~ f$(K) for K E fig*. 
We readily conclude using (4.5), (4.6) Theorem 2.2, and the unitarity of 
.9(h) that 
9(K) = 9$)*-l, K E I@. (4.7) 
Employing (4.7) and the proof of Theorem 3.1, we conclude that <P(K) 
has a meromorphic continuation from &f onto all of r&. Defining C:;(K) 
in terms of p(K) as in (4.6) for lrn K > 0, we thus have a meromorphic 
continuation of C:;(K) onto all of rY*, n, n’ = 1, 2,.... Furthermore, it 
follows from (4.5) and the unique continuation theorem for analytic functions 
that this equation holds for K E r, *. Finally, we apply the same arguments 
as in the first part of this theorem to meromorphically continue w;-(x; K) 
onto r@. The proof is thus complete. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 holds in the more general case, 
A = -A + 1 a@“, 
ISI<2 
using the same method. In this case, however, we must replace (4.3) by the 
boundary value problem 
&X(X, Y; K) = - c as’(x) DzBGo+(x, y; K) forxEL2n,1, 
lWG2 
X(X, Y; K> = - G,‘(x, y; K) for x E l-2 
(4.8) 
T1 , 
where y E 9, . Since the right side of (4.8) has a singularity at x =y, the 
theory of disiributions must be invoked to obtain x(x, y; K). The remainder 
of the proof of Theorem 4.1 remains unchanged. 
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SECTION 5. THE RESONANT STATES 
In this section, we characterize the nonreal poles of the Y-matrix in terms 
of “resonant states”. The operators A, and A are again those defined in 
Section 2. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose that Im q, < 0 and there exists a nontrivial 
solution u(x), of the boundary value problem 
(A - K$) u(x) = 0 in 52, u(x) = 0 on 8, (5.1) 
such that 
for I > r,, . (5.2) 
Then we shall say that U(X) is a resonant for A at Kg. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that Im K~ < 0. Then there exists a resonant state 
fOY A at Kg 23 K,, iS U pole of y(K) [defined by (3.3) and (3.14)]. 
We first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that Im K,, < 0. Then Kg is a pole of Y(K) i# 
..N(Y(iQ*) # (0) [i.e., Jlr(Y(Q* contains some nonxero vector], where 
JIT(Y(&)*) denotes the null space of 9(&J*. 
Proof. Since Ko2 Ep(A), we see that y(K)* is clearly analytic at K = K~. 
If JV(~‘(P(KJ*) = {0}, then by the compactness of I - ,P(+,)* (see Lemma 
3.1), it fOllOWS that y(K) = y(i)*-’ iS andytiC at K = K~. conversely, 
suppose Y(&)* f = 0 for some 0 # f E 12=. We clearly have f = Y(K) y(E)* f 
for each K in a (possibly deleted) neighborhood of K~ . We see that y(i)* f + 0 
as K + Kg ) since ,y(f?)* is analytic at K = K,, . Hence, p(K) mUSt have a pole 
at K = Kg . Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Suppose that q, is a pole of Y(K), so that by Lemma 5.1 we have 
9’(&,)* h = 0 for some 0 # h = (h, , h, ,... ) E f2a. Now it follows from (3.3) 
and (4.5) that 
Set 
‘$87~~)~‘~ cE’-(KJ h,, = -h, , n = 1, 2 ,.... (5.3) 
w(x; K~) = -f h,w,-(x; q,) 
n=1 
in G. (5.4) 
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Hence 
w(x; KO) = f h,wnO(x; Ko) + f h, f 
lk=l IL=1 Tl'=l 
.$(KO) f@,,(KOr) sin G 6 
in L2 - sZrO . Note that each w,-(x; IQ,) is defined since q,2 E p(A). The func- 
tion w(x; KJ clearly satisfies (5.1) since each WJX; q,) does. [The right hand 
side of (5.4) may be shown to converge in Hi by the argument used to 
derive (3.13).] 
Since we have by definition 
w,yx; KO) = +-& 
( 1 
112 
Lh(~~y) sin % 0 
= & 1’2 (H$!JK~Y) + N~~~(K,~)) sin t 0, 
! i 
we deduce from (5.3) that 
(5.5) 
Finally, we conclude from (5.5) that w(x; K~) + 0 (since h # 0). Hence 
w(x; KO) is a resonant state. 
Conversely, suppose that w(x; ICY) is a resonant state for A at KO and 
w(x; ICY) is given by the right-hand side of (5.5) for Y 3 yo. Set 
‘6(X; Ko) = f h,w,-(x; KO) (in Q) 
TI=l 
=gl ‘k%“(~; Ko) W-3 
oc m 
+ 1 h, C c~:(K~) H$~,,,(K~Y) sin $0 in 52 - QrO 
n=1 Tl'=l 
and set 
i+; KO) = W(X; KO) - 5(x; KO). 
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It may be shown as in the derivation of (3.13) that Z;(.; us) EL,(Q) and 
(A - K,,‘) 2;(‘; KO) = 0, (5.71 
using @.I), (5.5) and (5.6). Since ~~~ E p(A), we see from (5.7) that 
w(x; KO) = 5(x; K,,) in 52. Comparing the coefficients of H$~(K~T) sin(n/a) 19, 
n = 1, 2,..., on the right-hand sides of (5.5) and (5.6), we obtain (5.3). If 
h = 0, then zu(x; K,,) = 0 in Q by (5.5) and the unique continuation theorem 
for elliptic equations. Hence, h # 0, and Kg is a pole of Y”(K) by (5.3) and 
Lemma 5.1. Q.E.D. 
Note that the situation we have dealt with is relatively uncomplicated since 
A has no point eigenvalues. For an indication as to what occurs in more 
complicated situations, see Remark 6.4. 
SECTION 6. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
It is our intension in this section to make several comments indicating 
how our results may be extended and to point out the additional complications 
that arise. Many of these extensions will follow in future publications. 
Remark 6.1. As we have previously mentioned, all of our results carry 
over to domains S and G contained in RN, N > 2, with the aid of spherical 
harmonics. We now very briefly formulate these results for the special case 
in which S is RN and G is the exterior of a finite number of smooth bounded 
obstacles. 
First of all, we define our “plane waves” as follows. We consider polar 
coordinates x = (Y, 0) in R”, where Y = 1 x 1 and fl represents the angular 
variables. Let {Y&e)} denote a system of N - 1 dimensional spherical 
harmonics which forms a complete, orthonormal system in L,(SN-l), where 
SN-r is the unit sphere in RN, e = 0, l,..., and m ranges over a finite set 
F C,N , that depends on N and C. For each /, the set {Yme(B)} forms a maxima; 
family of linearly independent N - 1 dimensional spherical harmonics 
of order /j. Each Yme(0) is an eigenfunction of the angular part of 
the Laplace operator corresponding to the eigenvalue -/(% + N - 2). We 
now set 
4i,e(x; K) = cona JG+(N-~)I~(KY) xd). 
Our radiation conditions are defined similarly to before with sin(n/ol) 6 
replaced by Y&8) and H$ replaced by H&N-2J,2 , j = 1, 2. All of our 
previous arguments and results now go through with very little change. We 
may thus obtain two completes sets of generalized eigenfunctions for A, 
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for r sufficiently large, and similarly for 7&(x; K). Again, the y-matrix, Y(K), 
may be easily expressed in terms of the coefficients, C:;“+(K), as before. The 
meromorphic continuations and resonant state result follow analogously. 
Remark 6.2. The exterior problem refers to the case in which S = R”, 
N > 2, L? is the exterior of a finite number of smooth, bounded obstacles 
and A = --d + q(x). This problem was treated in [l] and [4] for n(x) real- 
valued and in [19] for a(x) complex-valued (and Q = 5’). However, the setting 
employed by these authors differs from that of the present paper. In particular, 
the radiation condition used was the classical Sommerfeld radiation condition 
and the Y-matrix, g(x), acts in L,(P-l). If we assume that q(x) E C,(Q), 
it is not difficult to see that our results are closely related to theirs. In particu- 
lar, our radiation condition is equivalent to the Sommerfeld condition for 
solutions, U(X), of the equation 
(--d + q(X) - K”) U(X) = 0, K # 0. 
Furthermore the poles of our Y-matrix, my, and -P(K) coincide. 
Remark 6.3. While the domain, S, discussed in this paper is wedge 
shaped, we may treat a great many other domains with infinite boundaries, 
such as infinite cylinders, in the same way. The main requirement is that we 
may separate variables to obtain “plane waves” and “radiation conditions”. 
In addition, our methods may be applied to more general elliptic differential 
operators, as well as more general boundary conditions, again provided we 
may separate variables and A - A, has bounded support. 
Remark 6.4. If the operator A is not self-adjoint, the problem becomes 
more interesting for several reasons. First of all, the nonreal spectrum of A 
can be quite wild, even when A - A, has bounded support. We needed a 
set of points 
to be contained in p(A) for some E,, > 0 in order to establish the limiting 
absorption principle and, hence, the existence of distorted plane waves, 
w,*(x; X), for h E 9. Hence, conditions must be imposed on A to insure this. 
A second difficulty associated with the nonself-adjointness of A is the 
possible existence of “singular points”. A positive number, X, is a singular 
point for A if there exists a nontrivial outgoing or incoming solution, U(X), 
Remark 6.5. We did not need to make use of the unperturbed Green’s 
function in order to obtain any of our results. However, for the sake of 
completeness, we observe that the outgoing Green’s function, G,+(x, y; K), 
for the operator A, - K2 defined in Section 2 is given by 
G,+(x, Y; K) = f k jn,a(K 
71=1 
1 X I) H2’,(K 1 y 1) SirI % 8, Sin f dy , 
forlxl <Iyl, 
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of (2.1). If the interval $9 contains a singular point for either A or A*, then 
the proof of the limiting absorption principle breaks down. It may be shown 
as in [8, Theorem 3.11 that there are no singular points when A is self-adjoint. 
A third complication involves the resonant state result of Section 5. The 
proof of Theorem 5.1 went through in a straightforward manner because ,4 
contained no point eigenvalues. It was shown in [4] that when eigenvalues are 
present, the formulas become much more complicated. Since A was self- 
adjoint in [4], the poles of (A - K’)-l were simple. This is not necessarily 
true when A is nonself-adjoint, so that the situation is even more involved. 
We shall investigate these problems in detail in a subsequent publication. 
where 
/ x 1) Jn,& 1 Y I) sin n e, sin 2 e, , o1 cy 
forlyl< 1x1, 
x = (I x I , e,), y=(iyi,e,)ES(IXifi~i) and Im K > 0. 
This result is typical for those unbounded domains for which we may 
separate variables and is obtained in a straightforward manner by representing 
H = L,(S) in terms of a direct sum of Hilbert spaces, H, = L,((O, co); r dr). 
The details will be omitted. The incoming Green’s function G,-(x, y; K), 
is constructed analogously to GO+(x, y; K) with H,$b replaced by H$ . 
Remark 6.6. In order to obtain single-valued continuations in Section 2, 
we were forced to assume that 0 $ 9. This restriction is a consequence of the 
form of our radiation condition, or equivalently, of our Green’s function, 
G,,+(x, y; K). To see this, we simply recall that L,J.z) and HA;:(z) are 
not definable as single-valued functions at z = 0. (See [15, p. 751.) 
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